1. Introduction

Chassis is an important part of a vehicle because it supports the entire body of the vehicle. The external load of the vehicle, including its own weight, is borne by the chassis. In essence, chassis design and analysis are very important in the process of making vehicles. To design a vehicle chassis that is the most appropriate as desired is the most complicated task. This is caused by very complex design and analysis factors. To overcome this problem, a numerical analysis method is needed.

To design and make frame structures requires special knowledge especially in design, material selection, metal joining and fabrication to produce a sturdy and competitive chassis design. The design results reflect the success of the chassis, especially if used for racing competitions. This study focuses on the analysis of the initial chassis design using Autodesk Inventor 2015 to test deflection and stress.

When chassis accepts static and dynamic loading is a complex problem and needs to be calculated in detail. Many accidents on vehicles are caused by chassis failure. To minimize this, a chassis must be designed as well as possible. The combined analysis method by calculating the relationship of normal stresses to deflection, shear stress and torsional is a method that needs to be done to overcome the failure of the chassis.
safety. Careful chassis planning is very important. However, the cost is very large and difficult to do if the results of the planning are tested by making real objects. To overcome this, the researchers used numerical methods to simplify the work. Chassis design with numerical methods includes ANSYS [2], FEM [3], CATIA V5R19 [4], ANSYS / LS-DYNA [5] and finite element models [6].

The design of a chassis that has a lightweight material [7], ergonomics and ease in the manufacturing process [8] is the aim of the researchers. To achieve this, the design of a model that requires natural frequency and characteristics is appropriate so that it can ensure comfort while driving [9]. Apart from having a chassis comfort factor, it must also be able to absorb energy during a collision [10]. The lightweight chassis design affects fuel consumption [11].

Development of the type of chassis material is also very necessary, especially in supporting the strength of the material. The fatigue factor that occurs when the material is used continuously, supports the failure of the chassis. To overcome this, it is very necessary to create a chassis that has superior strength. Unwittingly when making the chassis material, defects often occur in the chassis material. The process of making chassis materials needs to use specialized technology that is qualified. As research conducted by [12], a new forging process was carried out to close defects in axial ingots. This forging process is able to reduce the deformation force by 1.5–3.0 times compared to the manufacture using conventional systems. This new technology has been implemented in the industry resulting in a 15–20 % increase in the productivity of the forging process and a decrease in the amount of heating from 8 to 6 during the forging process.

To obtain a minimum chassis failure rate, a combination of material technology and chassis analysis test is needed. Many analysis tests of the chassis have been carried out, as was done by [13]. In this analysis test: Main roll hoop, Front roll hoop, Static slide, Side impact, Torsional static. The disadvantages of this test are only to do the testing separately on each stress and torque, regardless of the influence between the two.

The research conducted by [14] tried to analyze the connections in the chassis in a combination of moments, shear forces and axial forces. The results of this analysis are able to increase the strength of welded joints when receiving a combination of moments, shear forces and axial forces that often occur in the chassis. This study proves that combination analysis can reduce the failure of the chassis.

Chassis is a very important thing in a vehicle, a strength test on a chassis must be done, this is to avoid the failure of the chassis that causes accidents. The chassis test has only been carried out separately on stress and torque. A combination test on the chassis connection has been carried out and the results are very good. To improve the reliability of the chassis, it is very necessary to test simultaneously between normal, shear and torsional stresses, to find the best optimization value that meets the requirements.

### 3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of this study is to determine the length of the main roll hoop that is right on the chassis, so that it meets the security requirements. The length of the main roll hoop is varied (110–150 mm), the analysis is done in combination between normal stresses and deflection, shear stress and torsional.

To achieve this goal, the following are carried out:
- Analyzing the relationship between normal stresses and deflection, shear stress and torsional.
- Looking for the main roll hoop length that meets the highest security requirements.

### 4. Material, methods, and models of research

This research method starts with determining the chassis material using carbon steel, grade: A36 as shown in Table 1. Where the value of mechanical properties is shown in Table 1.

The material dimensions used in this chassis are round tube 26.9×2.5 mm for front components and roll hoop play, while other components such as roll hoop bracing, front bulkhead, side impact structure and main parts of the frame use a round tube 26.9×2 mm. The structure of the hollow chassis aims to lighten the weight of the chassis designed. The chassis frame design is shown in Fig. 1, where the roll hoop height is determined to be 504 mm. While the roll hoop length is varied with values between 110–150 mm. The car chassis that was investigated was the chassis of the Formula Society of Automotive Engineers (FSAE).

This research begins with the making of three-dimensional model design, by making variations in the types of roll hoops: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I as shown in Fig. 1. Then the length of the roll hoop is made 9 variations with the values of each are: 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, 135, 140, 145 and 150 mm. By using Autodesk Inventor the student version is simulated to test: Deflection, Normal stress, Shear stress, and Torsional stress. The results of this test are used to analyze variations in the length of the roll hoop that has been designed so that the best chassis design is obtained.

The simulation process is carried out with the following stages (Fig. 2): Installing Autodesk Inventor 2015 software on the Note Book, creating a 2015 FSAE chassis with variations in roll hoop length, testing the chassis includes (deflection, stress and torsional), boundary conditions (tension < yield stress, deflection < 25 mm), design analysis and completion.

Fig. 3 is a form of skeletal design that is made with static loading F1, F2 and F3 with a load of 9, 6 and 5 kN. Where F1 is loading in the vertical direction of the y-axis, F2 in the horizontal direction of the x-axis and F3 is the loading of the z-axis direction. The reactions that occur due to static loading R1, R2, R3, and R4 are shown in Fig. 3 (circle sign).
The rules for the magnitudes of the loading forces of chassis followed the FSAE 2015.

Fig. 1. Planned chassis dimensions: 

- **a** — front view; 
- **b** — right side; 
- **c** — top view; 
- **d** — object

5. Research results of analysis of the modeling of the effects of roll hoop length on chassis strength

Test results with Autodesk inventor on deflection, normal stress, shear stress and torsional are shown in Table 2. With variations in the length of the main roll hoop type (A–I) are: 110, 115, 120, 125, 130, 135, 140, 145 and 150 mm.

Fig. 4 shows the Autodesk Inventor simulation results on the 110 mm roll hope.
Autodesk Inventor simulation results on Deflection test, Normal stress, Shear stress $T_x$, Shear stress $T_y$ and torsional on roll hoop height: 504 mm with variations in the main roll hoop type (A–I) length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chassis type</th>
<th>Main roll hoop length (mm)</th>
<th>Deflection (mm)</th>
<th>Normal stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Shear stress $T_x$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Shear stress $T_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Torsional (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>290.4</td>
<td>65.46</td>
<td>22.75</td>
<td>12.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>1.097</td>
<td>292.1</td>
<td>65.22</td>
<td>30.11</td>
<td>13.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.138</td>
<td>312.6</td>
<td>64.99</td>
<td>22.49</td>
<td>13.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1.197</td>
<td>255.9</td>
<td>66.81</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>14.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>323.4</td>
<td>64.57</td>
<td>30.42</td>
<td>14.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>333.6</td>
<td>64.37</td>
<td>30.50</td>
<td>15.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1.383</td>
<td>343.8</td>
<td>64.18</td>
<td>30.57</td>
<td>15.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>1.448</td>
<td>357.2</td>
<td>67.62</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>16.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.514</td>
<td>369.3</td>
<td>28.95</td>
<td>65.75</td>
<td>16.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tests carried out include: Deflection Test, Normal Stress Test, $T_x/T_y$ shear stress test and torsional test. The results of this test produce a deflection value = 1.022 mm; normal stress value = 290.4 MPa; shear stress value $T_x$ = 65.46 MPa, shear stress value $T_y$ = 22.75 MPa and torsional value = 12.61 MPa.

The visualization result of the deflection test with Autodesk inventor is shown in Fig. 4, a, the normal stress test is shown in Fig. 4, b, the shear stress test $T_x$ and $T_y$ are shown in Fig. 4, c, d, and torsional test shown in Fig. 4, e. Plastic deformation is not taken into account in this study, because it is not safe. In this planning, the stress that occurs under the allowable stress is given.

6. Discussion of the research results of analysis of the modeling of the effects of roll hoop length on chassis strength

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the roll hoop length and normal and shear stresses. In this graph, there are three best long roll hoop designs, namely: type C (red ellipse), D (black ellipse) and E (green ellipse). The normal displacement and stress values for each type C, D and E are: (1.138 mm, 312.6 MPa), (1.197 mm, 255.9 MPa) and (1.258 mm, 323.4 MPa). The results of the comparison between the three types of chassis indicate that the deflection value in C-type chassis is lower when compared to chassis...
types D and E. But the value of normal stress on type D chassis is the lowest compared to the values of normal stresses on chassis types C and E. Consideration of the limit of yield strength values in Table 1, then type D chassis meet more requirements than others. The relationship between the roll hoop length and normal stress and deflection is the same, the greater the value of roll hoop length, the greater the normal value of stress and deflection.

The results of analysis on chassis types D, E and G have the following values: (255.9 MPa, 66.81 MPa), (323.4 MPa, 64.57 MPa) and (337.2 MPa, 67.62 MPa). The lowest normal stress value occurs in type D chassis with a value of 255.9 MPa and T-x shear stress in type E chassis with a value of 64.57 MPa. To determine the best value is to find the smallest stress difference between normal stress and shear stress as shown in Table 3.

The results of analysis on normal stress and deflection of chassis types C, D and E. The normal value of stress that occurs shows almost the same results as shown in Fig. 5, c–e where the highest normal stress value occurs at the top of the chassis with light green. The highest displacement value occurs at the top of the chassis with red on the chassis types C, D, and E as shown in Fig. 6, b, d, f.

The results of the graph of the relationship between the roll hoop length and normal stress and shear stress T-x are shown in Fig. 7.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chassis type</th>
<th>Main roll hoop length (mm)</th>
<th>Normal stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Shear stress T-x (MPa)</th>
<th>Stress difference (MPa)</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>225.9</td>
<td>66.81</td>
<td>189.09</td>
<td>The best value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>323.4</td>
<td>64.57</td>
<td>258.83</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>337.2</td>
<td>67.62</td>
<td>269.58</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 is a simulation result with Autodesk Inventor on normal stress and deflection of chassis types C, D and E. The normal value of stress that occurs shows almost the same results as shown in Fig. 5, c–e where the highest normal stress value occurs at the top of the chassis with light green. The highest displacement value occurs at the top of the chassis with red on the chassis types C, D, and E as shown in Fig. 6, b, d, f.

Fig. 7. Relationship between the roll hoop length and normal stress and shear stress T-x

Fig. 6. Autodesk Inventor simulation results on: a – normal stress and b – deflection in chassis type: C; c – normal stress and d – deflection in chassis type: D; e – normal stress and f – deflection in chassis type: E
The smallest stress difference in the material increases the safety factor in the chassis. The results of this stress difference show that type D chassis has the lowest value: 189.09 MPa. The relationship between the roll hoop length and normal stress, the greater the value of the roll hoop length, the greater the normal stress value. While the relationship between the roll hoop length and shear stress is the greater the value of the roll hoop length, the lower the $T_x$ shear stress value.

The simulation results with Autodesk Inventor on chassis types $D$, $E$, and $G$ are shown in Fig. 8. It appears that the normal visualization of stress shows the same results as shown in Fig. 8, a, c, e. The highest normal stress occurs at the top of the roll hoop shown in green. Different things happen in shear stress $T_x$, the lowest stress value occurs in type $E$ chassis (Fig. 8, d), followed by type $E$ and type $G$ chassis. Shear stress in type $D$ and $G$ chassis is dominated by green and slightly red while the type $E$ chassis is dominated by light blue and slightly red. The shear stress value of type $E$ chassis is the lowest when compared to types $D$ and $G$. But the analysis of the difference between normal stress and shear stress in Table 3 shows that the type $D$ chassis stress difference is the best.

Fig. 9 shows the relationship between the roll hoop length and normal stress and shear stress $T_y$. From this graph there are two types of chassis that are the best, namely: chassis type $D$ and type $G$. Each of these chassis has the normal values of stress and shear stress as follows: (255.9 MPa, 3.13 MPa) and (337.2 MPa, 3.40 MPa). The analysis shows that type $D$ chassis has the normal value of stress and the best shear stress. This is supported by the difference between normal stress and lower shear stress as shown in Table 4.

Based on these considerations, choosing type $D$ chassis is the best. The relationship between the roll hoop length and normal stress and shear stress $T_y$ is the same, the greater the value of the roll hoop length, the higher the value of normal stress and shear stress $T_y$.

![Table 4](image)

Comparison of the difference between the value of Normal Stress and $T_y$ shear stress with the variation of the length of the main roll hoop

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chassis type</th>
<th>Main roll hoop length (mm)</th>
<th>Normal stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Shear stress $T_y$ (MPa)</th>
<th>Stress difference (MPa)</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>255.9</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>252.77</td>
<td>The best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>337.2</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>333.80</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Autodesk Inventor simulation results on: $a$ – Normal stress test; $b$ – Shear stress $T_x$ in type $D$ chassis; $c$ – Normal stress test; $d$ – Shear stress $T_x$ in type $E$ chassis; $e$ – Normal stress test; $f$ – Shear stress $T_x$ on type $G$ chassis
The visualization results of each chassis are shown in Fig. 10. Normal stress visualization shows results that are not much different from the two. At the peak of the chassis, the highest stress is represented by green as shown in Fig. 10, a, c. The results of the visualization of the Shear stress $T$-$y$ test show differences in the results of chassis type $D$ and type $G$ where: the peak of type $D$ chassis is dominated by red and light blue (Fig. 10, b) which shows a lower value compared to the shear stress on the chassis type $G$ indicated by (Fig. 10, d).

The important thing is that there is a difference in the stress gradient that occurs at the top of the chassis as shown in Fig. 10, b, d. The analysis results showed a higher stress difference in the $G$ type chassis compared to the $D$ type chassis. High stress difference affects the safety factor in the chassis. From the results of this analysis, the type $D$ chassis has better security than the type $G$ chassis. The small stress difference has an effect on the safety of the chassis, this is due to the high stress gradient which affects the residual stress which will cause cracks in the chassis frame.

Fig. 11 shows a graph of the relationship between the roll hoop length and the value of normal stress and torsional stress, the simulation results show there are three types of chassis, namely: chassis type $C$ (red ellipse), $D$ (black ellipse) and $E$ (green ellipse). Each chassis has the following normal stress and torsional stress values: (312.6 MPa, 13.77 MPa), (255.9 MPa, 14.33 MPa) and (323.4 MPa, 14.86 MPa).

The lowest results of normal stress values were obtained in type $D$ chassis, but for torsional stress values obtained in type $C$ chassis with a torsional stress value: 13.77 MPa. To determine the best value in both chassis, it is done by calculating the stress difference between normal stress and torsional stress. The results of this calculation are shown in Table 5.

![Graph of the relationship between the main roll hoop length and torsional stress](image)

**Table 5**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chassis type</th>
<th>Main roll hoop length (mm)</th>
<th>Normal stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Torsional stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Stress difference (MPa)</th>
<th>Decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>312.6</td>
<td>13.77</td>
<td>298.83</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>255.9</td>
<td>14.33</td>
<td>241.57</td>
<td>The best value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>323.4</td>
<td>14.86</td>
<td>308.54</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the best value obtained in type $D$ chassis. The relationship between the roll hoop length and normal stress and torsional is the greater the value of the roll hoop length, the higher the normal stress and torsional value. To analyze more in detail, visualization of torsional simulations on chassis types $C$, $D$, and $E$ is displayed. Of the three images, the focus is on the top of the chassis. The torsional analysis results show the similarity between the three chassis. This is caused by the value of the torsional stress which is not too far away.

The advantages of this study are the variables studied more so they can find out the lower limit and the maximum limit of the roll hoop length. Combining analysis between normal stress and deflection, shear stress ($T$-$x$/$T$-$y$) and torsional. Comparative research refers to reference [13].

This analysis uses only simulations, not yet accompanied by experimental testing. Need further research to implement it.

The development of this research should be continued on experimental testing to find out the weaknesses of the results of this analysis. Threat: The possibility of failure of the results of this analysis is due to differences in the simulation and experimental results. To minimize it needs to be verified further.
7. Conclusions

1. The relationship between the main roll hoop length and normal stress and deflection is that the higher the roll hoop length, the greater the value. The relationship between the main roll hoop length and normal stress and shear stress ($\sigma_y$) is the same. The relationship between the main roll hoop length and normal stress and torque is the higher the main roll hoop length, the greater the normal stress value and torque.

2. Type B chassis with a 504 mm high roll hoop and 125 mm long roll hoop meet the requirements of normal, shear and torsional stress test results.
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